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The Blueprint
1946
In the make up of the 1946 Blue Print, the editors have tried to forge a pictorial representation of life at Georgia Tech from March 1945 to March 1946. We feel that, by including many informal pictures, we have published a book well worth keeping for the years to come. If you enjoy looking through the pages of the 1946 Blue Print then we consider our job well done.

Georgia Tech, like all great colleges, has many traditions. One of these, we believe, truly depicts life at Georgia Tech; therefore, George P. Burdell, the little man who isn’t there, was chosen as this year’s theme. Following you will find the story of George; we hope you enjoy him as we have.

George P. Burdell, Tech’s perennial freshman, entered Tech before the turn of the century. Miss Estelle Allen, Associate Registrar, cannot find any record of his admission, high school preparation, or college credits. Faulty preparation probably explains his repetition of courses without his receiving credit. New workers in the Registrar’s office spend fruitless hours searching for George’s credits, when any Freshman could tell them English 10, Math 3, and Chemistry 0 don’t count. Registrar Lloyd W. Chapin says George P. Burdell, in his opinion, is just a chronic card-filler - outer.

Inquiry into Burdell’s affairs shows his marked partiality for new instructors. Many consider a Burdell seal of approval the *sine qua non* of success as an instructor at Tech. Others maintain that Burdell’s repetition of non-credit courses under instructor after instructor is incontrovertible proof of his faulty preparation for technical training and cannot by any stretch of the imagination be considered a reflection upon the instructorial ability of Tech teachers. In fact, the older teachers at Tech refuse to let Burdell remain in their classes. In 1941 a student named Charles Burdell was embarrassed by having his registration card torn up and thrown away by knowing professors and administrators. Finally they were convinced Charles was Charles and not George, and only then would they permit him to remain.

Mr. Jamie Anthony says he has frequently seen George P. Burdell’s name listed for non-payment of fees. Mr. Anthony says that a person, purporting to be Burdell’s father, once offered to meet all his expenses. Miss Harriet Henderson believes that Mr. Anthony is mistaken about this.
offer as well as the intimation that George doesn’t pay up. Any offer of this kind would have come through her office. No such offer was ever received, and, further, George never has asked for a loan or a scholarship. Miss Henderson says that George’s long record of financial stability is without parallel. She seriously denies a report that a George P. Burdell, identifying himself as a student of Architecture at Tech, ever charged $50 worth of gasoline at an Amoco filling station. She has George’s letter of denial to Dr. Brittain. “My reputation has lain me open to such accusations,” writes George, “I not only don’t use gas, I am not an architect. I’ve never even taken mechanical drawing. Ask Prof. Homer Weber. I stay away from any drawing board except when it’s being used for draw—or possibly stud. I’ll be responsible for my own debts if I should ever make any—but not for any imposter’s.”

Mrs. W. R. Taylor has counted one vote for George P. Burdell in every race for every student office during every year she’s been at Tech. His experience and interest in college politics stood him in good stead when he vigorously supported the candidacy of Ellis Arnall for the governorship of Georgia. Surprisingly, all through the campaign he used a Ponce de Leon address that appears on the map as an alley by Howell Dormitory. In the alley is located the steam producer for the Tech Dining Hall.

Mrs. Taylor treasures Burdell’s excuses for cutting classes. He’s frequently being dropped for excessive absences. Succinctly he gave this excuse for missing Physics 27: “I am very sick from taking physics.”

A puzzling contribution to the account of Burdell is related by Professor Glenn W. Rainey, veteran member of the English Department: “I accompanied the Tech Glee Club when they gave a concert at the Federal Penitentiary. We were carefully checked and asked to sign a register. When we started to leave, the guards seemed disturbed. They counted us again and again. George P. Burdell had signed in, and he could never be found to sign out. Finally we persuaded the guards to let the rest of us leave; Burdell, I believe, is still there.”

Mr. Rainey and others who believe stone walls make a clink and iron bars a bull ring do not know George P. Burdell. Immediately after Pearl Harbor Burdell joined the enlisted reserve with the definite understanding on his own part that he would not be called to active service until he had completed his education. He was so upset by being sent with a large contingent of Tech students to Camp Crowder, Missouri, that he was immediately put on report and listed as A. W. O. L. from that camp. In war as well as in peace, elusive is the word for Burdell.

Despite troubles at Crowder and elsewhere, his war service must have been fairly honorable; for he is now back at Tech. Mr. Jessie Renfroe, adviser at large, reports George as saying, “I feel the need for a refresher course, and I’m signing up for the D. E. T. Watch me as soon as I get squared away. (Could George have possibly served in the Navy?) I’m back at Tech for work and for good!”
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Math is taught in the Old Shop Building.
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Right: Football tickets are sold in the Athletic Association's Building.
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